Presentation Skills for Scientists

Being able to stand in front of a group and effectively present your ideas is one of the most powerful and valuable skills in the workplace. Yet many people are plagued by stage fright, boring slides and an even more boring presentation style.

This interactive workshop will take you through all the steps to create a successful presentation from selecting a topic, analyzing your audience, creating a meaningful structure and developing your content to delivering your presentation with confidence. You will also learn how to competently handle audience questions, difficult audience members and other challenges that may arise during a presentation. Personalized feedback will help you find your own personal presentation style.

Content

- Key elements when preparing an effective presentation
- Creating a powerful introduction and conclusion
- Developing and interacting with visual aids
- Managing stage fright and blackout
- Answering questions competently
- Handling difficult audience members and other disturbances

Please bring

An Idea for a short presentation to the first day, which you will then present during the second or third day of the workshop

This course will be held in English.